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On the cover
Celebrating 30 years of excellence 
and innovation in the sciences, 
A*STAR’s remains at the forefront 
of impact-driven research  
in Singapore.

EDITORIAL 
NOTES

n just a year, science has 
advanced by leaps and bounds, 
from unearthing COVID-19’s 
mechanisms to discovering 
novel ways to manipulate 
subatomic particles. Expand that 

timeframe to 30 years, and it comes as no 
surprise that A*STAR has grown into a 
key player in Singapore’s thriving research 
and development (R&D) ecosystem.

To commemorate a rich tradition of 
research, innovation and capacity building, 
we revisit how A*STAR came to be and how 
the agency intends to continue creating 
impact in the sciences in our cover story 
‘Three decades of driving dedicated 
research’ on p. 12.

Just as Singapore’s foremost natural 
resource remains its people, A*STAR’s 
evolution into a scientific powerhouse 
would not have been possible without 
the efforts of the bright minds within 
the agency. 

By endeavoring to explore unchartered 
scientific frontiers, A*STAR researchers 
have garnered national accolades such as the 
President’s Science and Technology Awards 
(PSTA). In ‘Shaping a legacy of scientific 
excellence (p. 26),’ meet the PSTA laureates 
whose seminal works have made a dent 
in addressing complex societal issues for 
the benefit of the Republic and the world. 

To build a pipeline of talent, 
A*STAR is also cultivating a system 
of support for budding scientists to 
blaze their own paths in academia and 
industry through scholarships such 
as the A*STAR Graduate Academy’s 
National Science Scholarship (NSS) 
and the A*STAR Graduate Scholarship 
(AGS). In ‘Nurturing Singapore’s 
scientific talents (p. 34),’ read about 
how rising homegrown researchers are 
maximizing opportunities to hone their 
abilities and contribute to the nation.

To round out the anniversary 
celebrations, ‘Success in the sciences 
(p. 04)’ features A*STAR Chief Executive Officer 
Frederick Chew as he details how the agency 
creates the ideal conditions for impactful science. 
Meanwhile, in ‘Raising the bar for research 
excellence (p. 22),’ Deputy Chief Executive 
(Research) Andy Hor shares the importance of 
fostering collaborations and empowering young 
talent across disciplines. 

Finally, at A*STAR’s Enterprise division, 
Assistant Chief Executive Sze Wee Tan highlights 
the keys to advancing research from lab to industry 
in ‘Building breakthroughs beyond the lab (p. 24).’

Keep pace with the latest developments from 
A*STAR scientists by visiting our website at 
research.a-star.edu.sg. Do also follow us on Twitter 
at @astar_research, LinkedIn at A*STAR Research 
and Telegram at A*STAR Research.

I

For the latest on A*STAR’s COVID-19 research, please scan the QR code or visit:  
https://research.a-star.edu.sg/tag/covid-19/
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A*STAR’s steady investments in R&D and talent 
create the ideal conditions for impactful science, 
says its Chief Executive Officer Frederick Chew.

CATALYZING CURIOSITY, 
COLLABORATION AND 
CO-INNOVATION

SUCCESS
IN THE
SCIENCES
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When you first took on the 
mantle as A*STAR CEO in 2019, 
what were the immediate 
tasks and challenges that you 
needed to address?

The first was to strengthen scientific excellence by focusing 
on investigator-led research, building programs that meet 
national needs and retaining talent. Second, together with 
the senior management, we sought to better translate 
A*STAR’s research. Given how small Singapore’s market 
size is and how hard it is for R&D to cross the ‘valley of 
death,’ it was important to find ways to convert research 
into products, platforms and policy shifts. 

To help companies scale up, we focused on creating 
platforms that could be force multipliers for research 
translation. These include the Diagnostics Development 
Hub (DxD Hub), which played a key role in facilitating the 
development of local COVID-19 diagnostic tests at the 
start of the pandemic, as well as the Experimental Drug 
Development Centre (EDDC), which works with public 
sector and industry partners to translate great science 
into innovative healthcare solutions, with an emphasis 
on diseases prevalent in Asia. 

Third, we worked hard to synergize efforts among 
all Research Institutes (RIs) and entities that number 
more than 30, so that the sum of the whole is more than 
the sum of the parts. The RIs are increasingly cross-
leveraging on each other’s strengths, even in ways that are 
not immediately obvious. For instance, biomedical labs 
may be automated through Industry 4.0 technologies, 
while trust technologies may be harnessed by the  
logistics industry.

To achieve this effect, we have set up Horizontal 
Technology Programme Offices (HTPOs) that link efforts 
and capabilities across various RIs. These HTPOs span 
Artificial Intelligence, Analytics and Informatics; Robotics; 
Health and Medical Technologies; Infectious Diseases; 
Urban and Green Technology; Agritech and Aquaculture 
as well as Social Sciences and Technology. 

For A*STAR Chief Executive Officer Frederick Chew, 
these three S’s represent the agency’s mission since its 
earliest days. Indeed, A*STAR is perhaps one of the most 
prominent manifestations of the Republic’s long-term 
commitment to research and development (R&D), with 
its evolution into a scientific powerhouse mirroring 
Singapore’s ongoing transition into an innovation-
driven economy. 

Still, R&D is far from the end of the road. As succinctly 
summarized by Chew, for the agency to continue 
creating impact, its research efforts must go beyond the 
laboratory and benefit the economy and society—helping 
Singapore and its denizens address national challenges, 
one experiment at a time. 

As the agency hits its 30th anniversary milestone, 
A*STAR is now challenged to sustain its tradition of 
excellence. According to Chew, such a lofty goal is possible 
with the help of the brilliant minds nurtured by the agency 
and close collaborations with other players in the local 
research, innovation and enterprise ecosystem. 

In a recent conversation with A*STAR Research, 
Chew revisits A*STAR’s notable milestones and shares 
his thoughts on the way forward in the years to come.

“Everything 
we do needs 
to impact 
Singapore, 
Singaporeans  
and Science.”

Q:
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How does A*STAR encourage 
interdisciplinary collaboration?

Apart from creating seven HTPOs, we provide seed funding 
for combined grant applications—bringing in the best 
from the Biomedical Research Council (BMRC) and the 
Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC). 

Before the pandemic, we also started what we hope 
will be a new tradition, where our RIs take turns to have 
open days to let the rest of their peers and the public know 
what they’re doing. Those who visit and do something 
similar can then get in touch to collaborate. 

Another area of collaboration we’d like to emphasize is 
with the social sciences. If you look at the complex questions 
societies are trying to solve, they’re not all about the hard 
sciences. There are other human factors to consider. 

This is why over the past few years, A*STAR has been 
nurturing social science-related initiatives. In the Institute 
of High Performance Computing (IHPC), we have a Social 
and Cognitive Computing unit and late last year, we set 
up a Social Sciences and Technology HTPO to integrate 
A*STAR’s social sciences efforts. To this end, we are hiring 
psychologists and design thinkers, among others. 

We are also in the midst of firming up a memorandum 
of understanding with a local Institute of Higher Learning 
(IHL) for a joint lab, where we will couple A*STAR’s 
cognitive computing expertise with the IHL’s social 
science knowledge. 

What are some of A*STAR’s key 
highlights in the past 30 years? 

In the domain of health and human potential (HHP), 
we have a cohort study called Growing Up in Singapore 
Towards Healthy Outcomes (GUSTO) that has spawned 
many ongoing research efforts to understand how a child’s 
potential can be maximized and how pregnant mothers 
can be better taken care of. 

In 2015, GUSTO recommended addressing gestational 
diabetes, leading to policy interventions. Today, gestational 
diabetes screening is done for all pregnant mothers in 
Singapore’s public healthcare institutions. At the same 
time, GUSTO has studied the attention span of children, 
leading to recommendations to not give our kids too 
much screen time. 

A*STAR is also a strong proponent and catalyst for 
the local biotech ecosystem. As of 2019, there are over 

100 biotech companies in Singapore, and more than 
half have a significant partnership with A*STAR, such 
as a joint laboratory. In addition, more than a third of 
them are A*STAR spinoffs. We hope that over the next 
five years, Singapore’s biotech ecosystem becomes the 
Southeast Asian version of the US’ Bay Area or Boston. 

In terms of manufacturing, trade and connectivity 
(MTC), I can offer two examples. The first is with the 
British aero-engine manufacturing company Rolls-Royce. 
Between A*STAR and Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore (NTU Singapore), we have two joint labs with 
Rolls-Royce. For instance, the Smart Manufacturing Joint 
Lab between A*STAR, Rolls-Royce and Singapore Aero 
Engine Services Pte Ltd (SAESL) is meant to accelerate 
solution development for automatic, digital, adaptive 
manufacturing and repair in the aerospace industry. Since 
2017, the joint lab has seen nearly 30 R&D projects from 
around 100 companies of which over 40 are local, creating 
a multiplier effect across the ecosystem. 

Next is the semiconductor and machinery equipment 
company Applied Materials (AMAT). In 2011, A*STAR’s 
Institute of Microelectronics (IME) and AMAT jointly 
set up a Centre of Excellence in Advanced Packaging in 
Singapore. This collaboration has helped make the country 
a world leader in packaging technology. AMAT has also 
engaged over 30 local small and medium enterprises (SMEs) 
to benefit, learn and grow in this ecosystem. 

“We worked hard to 
synergize efforts among all 

Research Institutes (RIs) 
and entities that number 
more than 30, so that the 
sum of the whole is more 

than the sum of the parts.”

Q:

Q:
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To catalyze industrial manufacturing, we also have the 
Technology for Enterprise Capability Upgrading (T-Up) 
scheme. Not only do we transfer technology, we also 
transfer people. In each T-Up effort, a company initiates 
an R&D project and a suitable researcher is deployed to the 
company usually for three months to two years to provide 
the company with technical expertise. Since the scheme 
started in 2003, we have deployed over 900 scientists. 
Currently, we are enhancing the scheme in partnership 
with the Singapore Institute of Technology (SIT). 

We have also contributed through the setting up of 
joint labs with local enterprises. In June 2021, A*STAR’s 
Advanced Remanufacturing and Technology Centre 
(ARTC) and local manufacturing company Arcstone 
launched a new digital manufacturing joint lab, 
intended to provide smart solutions to manufacturers. 
Meanwhile, in December 2020, A*STAR also established 
two R&D joint labs with ARTC members and local SMEs  
Tru-Marine and Abrasive Engineering to further build 
digitalization capabilities.

There are also the Model Factories, hosted by ARTC 
and the Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology 
(SIMTech). The initiative provides an end-to-end view 
of a digitalized factory shop floor that we walk our local 
companies through—whether it is barcode scanning, 
outdoor sorting or using AI for bag inspection. From 
there, we link companies up with suppliers to help them 
on that journey. 

Last year, we created the Innovation Factory @ 
SIMTech with Enterprise Singapore (ESG). To date,  
it has 38 local SME members, and more than 20 product 
co-creation projects have been kick-started. Through 
the initiative, we want to bring design thinking into the 
entire productization process, and help our SMEs move 
from technology to component and finally, to product.

A*STAR is also pouring in resources into urban 
solutions and sustainability (USS). After all, Singapore is 
just a literal dot of about 700 km2, so we have to maximize 
our built environment.

Accordingly, another focus area for A*STAR is food 
security. In the past two years, we have partnered the 
Singapore Food Agency (SFA) to launch the Singapore 
Food Story R&D Programme, which has spawned many 
grant calls and projects exploring various work packages 
from alternative proteins to food safety. To ensure that the 
public benefits from these innovations, we are engaging 

in a multi-agency effort called FoodInnovate to bring 
Singapore’s food companies the resources they need to 
create and commercialize their products. 

We also established the Singapore Institute of 
Food and Biotechnology Innovation (SIFBI) in 2020 to 
investigate sustainable bio-manufacturing and engage 
in R&D to boost the local food supply. In the realm of 
alternative proteins, A*STAR’s CentRe of Innovation for 
Sustainable banking and Production of cultivated Meats 
(CRISP Meats) is set to work on technologies to anchor 
Singapore’s cultivated meats industry. To further drive 
innovation in food safety, we launched the Future Ready 
Food Safety Hub (FRESH) along with NTU Singapore 
and SFA earlier this year.

Finally, in the smart nation and digital environment 
space (SNDE), we are putting forward products like the 
government translation engine, known as SG Translate—
based on speech technologies from the Institute for 
Infocomm Research (I2R). 

At A*STAR, we hope to continue to impact the 
economy, society and health by lifting up science and 
tech capabilities in public agencies and helping companies 
move from good to great. 

“Since science is 
fundamentally about 

curiosity, it’s important 
to create a space 

for our scientists to 
pursue their passions 

and interests.”
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How does A*STAR strike 
a balance between basic 
research and research with 
more commercial value?

Over the past 10 years, A*STAR has pivoted more to 
translational research. However, we must not lose sight 
of basic research. While the short-term translational value 
may not be as obvious, we believe it may still translate 
into useful products 10 to 15 years later. 

To this end, we are bringing up basic research to around 
a third of our overall portfolio within the next five years. 
Importantly, we are doubling down on investigator-led 
research. Since science is fundamentally about curiosity, 
it’s important to create a space for our scientists to pursue 
their passions and interests.

At the same time, to complement this bottom-up 
approach, there must be top-down programs, given 
limitations in R&D resources. Therefore, we must be 
very targeted and focused on what we want Singapore to 
be great at. We need to strike a good balance.

What are some of A*STAR’s 
strategies in foreseeing 
uncertainties and overcoming 
them?

Singapore has faced several challenges over the past years, 
from rising carbon emissions, COVID-19, workforce 
pressures and an ageing population on top of our original 
constraints like scarce land and a limited water supply. To 
address these challenges, we look at the demand landscape. 
For instance, when we see the ageing workforce, we infer 
that we need to engage in research that maximizes the 
human potential of Singaporeans. 

At the same time, the pathway from basic science to 
successful translation does involve some serendipity. Not 
everything is deterministic. Consider the case of COVID-19, 
where we managed to bring diverse whole-of-A*STAR 
capabilities together—from harnessing bioinformatics, 
developing diagnostics tests, using automation to 
accelerate lab processes, modeling droplets dispersion 
and making masks, among others. In hindsight, we realized 
that many of these capabilities had actually been seeded 
5 to 10 years ago, before the pandemic. 

At the Bioinformatics Institute (BII), our researchers 
had been uploading and annotating sequences of virus 
strains worldwide for several years. These insights 
serendipitously proved useful with the onset of 
COVID-19. Today, BII is a key node for GISAID (Global 
Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data) and helps 
proofread and annotate virus sequences uploaded from 
around the world, supporting international diagnostic 
and therapeutic efforts.

What opportunities and 
challenges does A*STAR 
foresee in the next decade?

There are many positive things lined up for Singapore, 
especially for our startups. After 20 to 25 years of patient 
investing, you can see deep tech companies coming in 
and homegrown biotechnology companies like Lucence, 
MiRXES and ImmunoScape completing successful Series 
B and C rounds. These are companies that A*STAR had 
worked with for years.

Through these startups, we have a chance to perpetuate 
a virtuous cycle. If they exit well, then the founders can 
come back to reinvest in the ecosystem. I’m very hopeful 
that a lot of the efforts we’ve invested over the years will 
bear good fruit over the next five years. 

But there are also other challenges that our R&D 
ecosystem continues to face, like the ability to scale due 
to our market size. Platforms like the DxD Hub and EDDC 
can help companies when it becomes too onerous in 
terms of infrastructure or overcoming regulatory hurdles. 

Finally, we also foresee a need to encourage our next 
generation to go into science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM). Not only is STEM about fulfilling 
one’s curiosity and passion, but it can create real value in 
the innovation-based economy that Singapore is trying 
to morph into in the next decade.

Q:

Q:

Q:
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How is A*STAR instilling an 
entrepreneurial spirit in early 
career scientists?

Since 2016, A*STAR has had an incubator space called 
A*StartCentral (A*SC), which has supported around 200 
companies. We want to systematically expose our younger 
talents from the RIs to the startup scene and A*SC. After 
all, you can’t fully teach entrepreneurship. Somethings 
in life are ‘caught,’ rather than ‘taught.’ But after rubbing 
shoulders with a few entrepreneurs, you can get inspired. 

Right now, our Enterprise division is working on 
various new value creation modalities such as centrally 
brokered spinoffs. The challenge for a lot of scientist-
led companies is the business knowhow. If you have the 
science down pat, but not the business savvy, then your 
company will likely not make it in the marketplace. So 
we’re trying to bring in ‘startup 101’-style courses and 
partnering with heavyweights in Singapore to bring in 
real business knowhow and even funding, to complement 
our scientists and science.

How does A*STAR convince 
companies worldwide that 
Singapore is the place for 
investment?

Despite Singapore’s market size, companies recognize 
that we do good science and that we have good talent. 
How, then, can we act as a bridge for these companies 
into Southeast Asia? ESG and the Economic Development 
Board (EDB), for example, have a joint initiative called 
the Global Innovation Alliance, where they try to land 
Singaporean companies in different parts of the world, 
and vice versa. 

Other aspects we try to develop are infrastructure and 
talent. Sometimes, the infrastructure needed by some 
deep tech companies is just too much for one company to 
fork out, so that’s where thoughtful interventions come 
in. We try to have shared infrastructure that companies 
can make use of. For instance, A*STAR is working with 
Temasek on the Food Tech Innovation Centre (FTIC),  
as there are many food startups coming into Singapore. 
We want to establish a shared space that offers pilot-scale 
facilities, R&D labs, demo kitchens and advisory services.

In terms of talent, as I mentioned, at A*STAR we 
T-Up a lot of our talent to enter companies, or we set up 
joint labs for open innovation together with the industry. 

Q:

Q:
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How can A*STAR better align 
with Singapore’s Research, 
Innovation and Enterprise 2025 
(RIE2025) plan going forward?

Apart from what I’ve elaborated upon earlier across 
the four domains, we need to collaborate better within 
A*STAR and across the ecosystem. One way to foster 
habits of cooperation is through cleverly designed 
funding. At the ecosystem level, public agencies, the 
National Research Foundation Singapore and A*STAR, 
need to come up with schemes that promote collaborative 
grant applications. We want to look for meaningful 
collaborations where the whole ecosystem forms a 
winning combination to solve a particular problem. 

Within A*STAR, we have been pushing for 
collaboration. We are trying to grow a champion team, 
and not just have teams of individual champions. 

Can you tell us more about 
A*STAR’s efforts to engage 
the public?

It’s important to share science with the public for several 
reasons. The first is that people need to know you’re spending 
public monies to benefit Singapore and Singaporeans. 
Second, we need to make sure that we can excite the 
next generation to want to go into STEM. Over the past 
decade, we have partnered with Science Centre Singapore 
to encourage our lab scientists to have touchpoints with 
the public through conducting tours and mentorship 
opportunities. Usually these are one-off events, but  
I think we need to do more. 

For instance, some secondary schools and junior 
colleges have R&D centers and labs. IHLs and A*STAR 
can encourage our scientists to be more visible and 
take up mentorship roles there, where they can inspire 
young people to be part of the scientific movement in 
Singapore. Science communication also plays a critical 
role. That’s why we put effort into publications like 
A*STAR Research as well as social media. 

Last but not least, I would say that the ultimate 
marketing tool is when an institution creates impact. 
A*STAR’s output during COVID-19 allowed many other 
people to know what the agency is doing, whether it’s in 
developing diagnostic kits or smart masks. The work from 
GUSTO has also made an impact by informing MOH’s 
decision to conduct gestational diabetes screening for 
all expectant mothers. Ensuring that science leads to 
impact will continue to be our North Star at A*STAR. 

Q:

Q:

“Within A*STAR,  
we have been 

pushing for 
collaboration.  

We are trying to 
grow a champion 

team, and not 
just have teams 

of individual 
champions.”
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Through the years, A*STAR has always stood 
at the forefront of science and technology 
innovation. Here’s how A*STAR came to be and 
what it has in store in the upcoming decades.

THREE DECADES OF 
DRIVING DEDICATED 
RESEARCH
COMMEMORATING 30 YEARS OF A*STAR’S EXCELLENCE

espite being a small island nation 
with little natural resources, within 
a generation, Singapore overcame 
this limitation by steadily investing 
in its people and their ability to drive 
research and development (R&D). 

While early technological advances helped the country 
establish basic services and a nascent industrial 
manufacturing sector, science and technology (S&T) 
research has since transitioned from a survival tool to 
a crucial economic engine. 

Today, the city-state is a prominent international hub 
for banking, data science, biomedical engineering and 
innovation. In line with its record of triumphing over 
adversity, Singapore remains committed to investing in 
R&D to continue driving the country forward. 

With over 30 Research Institutes (RIs) and entities, 
A*STAR—Singapore’s lead public sector R&D agency—
now carries out research across a span of disciplines, 
from machine learning to manufacturing, photonics to 
therapeutics and everything in between. Collectively, these 
efforts have put Singapore on the global science map. 

Through its research, A*STAR continues to enhance 
the lives of those who have made the ‘Little Red Dot’ home.  
With A*STAR celebrating 30 years of excellence,  

D

we revisit the agency’s key milestones and triumphs—and 
look at how it will continue shaping the nation’s buzzing 
scientific ecosystem in the years to come. 

SOWING THE SEEDS OF SCIENTIFIC 
SUCCESS
Considering that Singapore’s scientific journey only started 
a little over 50 years ago, the country’s meteoric rise from 
sleepy fishing village to innovation powerhouse is even 
more remarkable. 

It was in 1967—two years after the Republic’s ‘birth’ in 
1965—that the first-ever Science Council was established 
with Kum Tatt Lee, one of Singapore’s earliest homegrown 
PhD researchers, at the helm as inaugural Chairman. 
By bridging industries and training institutes with the 
government, the Science Council was intended to drive 
an integrated approach to S&T education. 

In 1969, Lee concurrently served as Chairman of the 
Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research—
now the National Metrology Centre (NMC)—to ensure that 
investments in education would lead to practical output. 
Likewise recognizing that R&D would be a key economic 
engine, the Economic Development Board (EDB) started 
introducing initiatives in the 1970s to attract technology 
companies to Singapore’s sunny shores. 

These efforts proved to be the genesis of the country’s 
now well-established manufacturing and electronics 
industry, with industry behemoths like data storage 
company Seagate flocking to the country in the 1980s. 
By 1981, the earliest inception of what is now known 
as the Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R) was 
launched through the then-Institute of Systems Science, 

Cover Story
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while in 1985, the Singapore Institute of Manufacturing 
Technology (SIMTech) was set up as the Grumman 
International/Nanyang Technological Institute (NTI) 
CAD (Computer-Aided Design)/CAM (Computer-Aided 
Manufacturing) (GINTIC). 

On the other side of the coin, it was also in the 1980s 
that the local biomedical industry started coming to life. 
The idea of the Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology 
(IMCB) was seeded in 1982 when renowned cell biologist 
Chris Y.H. Tan visited Goh Keng Swee, then-Deputy 
Prime Minister, presenting an opportunity for Singapore 
to enter the exciting world of biological discovery.  
The agreed strategy was to build IMCB with 12 to 24 
research groups to grow science in Asia. 

In 1983, Sydney Brenner—best known for his Nobel 
Prize-winning research deciphering the genetic regulation 
of animal development and programmed cell death 
through the nematode worm—arrived in Singapore 
to give a lecture outlining the biotechnology industry.  
Just before leaving, Brenner met with then-Prime Minister 
Lee Kuan Yew and further crystallized the idea of setting 
up IMCB. 

Three years later, IMCB was finally launched with 
Tan as Founding Director and Brenner as Chairman of 
the advisory board. “I fought hard to recruit the most 
promising young scientists to Singapore,” recalled Tan. 
“The time had come to take on the world’s top labs;  
my confidence in the diversity of talents in Asia drove me.” 

Within five years Singapore had made its mark: Science 
claimed that IMCB had put Singapore on the scientific 
map1. John Maddox, then-editor at Nature, proclaimed 
that IMCB had done excellently.

Tan’s work on interferon (IFN) gene regulation and 
the genetics of IFN action influenced IMCB’s initial 
research directions. “Cells make IFN to instruct their 
own cells as well as other cells to stop any virus entering 
the cell from multiplying,” he explained. 

Under his leadership, IMCB researchers found 
that within hours of exposure to IFN or inflammatory 
cytokines, the host transforms into an altered state 
of heightened innate immunity and inflammation2. 
Proving the relevance of their findings even decades 
after, an imbalance of this altered state has since been 
associated with the severity of coronavirus pathology 
observed during the 2003 SARS epidemic and the current 
COVID-19 pandemic.

IMCB later cemented its credibility through major 
industry-academia R&D collaborations in neuronal 
cell signaling pathways with what is now known as 
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). The institute also collaborated 

with GSK to use cell signaling targets in discovering new 
drugs. Following IMCB’s success, it became clear by the 
late 1990s that for the Republic to further progress, even 
the manufacturing sector had to undertake R&D. Only 
then could Singapore move away from mere product 
assembly and excel in the creation of new technologies. 

These ambitions spurred the establishment of 
A*STAR’s direct predecessor, the National Science and 
Technology Board (NSTB), on January 11, 1991. At the same 
time, Singapore’s first five-year National Technology Plan 
(NTP), with a budget of S$2 billion, was launched to guide 
the development of Singapore’s fledgling S&T ecosystem. 

ENGINEERING TRANSFORMATIVE 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 
With the NSTB in place, the nation’s next priority was to 
attract more corporate players to set up both local R&D 
and pilot production operations—shortening the time 
needed to bring products to market. While experienced 
talent was in short supply then, Singapore’s key location 
made it a potential gateway to Asia. 

As the first step to achieving this lofty goal, NSTB 
established several industry-oriented RIs. Take for instance 
the Institute of Microelectronics (IME), which was created 
to support Singapore’s growing semiconductor industry. 
Other electronics and manufacturing RIs addressing 
real-world industry issues also originated in the 1990s, 
including the former Data Storage Institute (DSI) in 1992, 
the GINTIC Institute of Manufacturing Technology 
(GIMT) in 1993 as well as the Institute of High Performance 
Computing (IHPC) in 1998. 

Much like IMCB before them, these institutes started 
making waves in the scientific world almost immediately. 
With Singapore’s emerging strength in manufacturing, 
researchers from GIMT—renamed SIMTech in 2002—
introduced a new framework to fully automate quality 
function deployment (QFD), a planning methodology for 
translating customer needs or the ‘voice of the customer’ 
into appropriate product features. 

However, the voice of the 
customer often has multiple 
interpretations, especially 
when it comes to physical 
parameters like length or 
size. Accordingly, the manual 
evaluation of each scenario 
through QFD can be complex, 
time-consuming and error-
prone due to human fatigue. 
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would remain competitive, the biomedical sciences was 
identified as a key growth pillar of the economy. 

This pivot to biotechnology resulted in the 
reorganization of the NSTB in 2000 into the two councils 
that are still active today at A*STAR. NSTB’s physical 
sciences and engineering RIs would be housed under 
the Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC), 
which would in turn support manufacturing in the 
electronics, communications, chemical and general 
engineering sectors. 

Meanwhile, the Biomedical Research Council (BMRC) 
was tasked to transform Singapore into a biomedical 
sciences powerhouse. By building a strong base in both 
basic and applied R&D, more multinational pharmaceutical 
and biotechnology companies would ideally converge 
in the country, just like the semiconductor companies 
decades before. 

By January 5, 2002, NSTB was renamed the Agency for 
Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR). With SERC 
and BMRC in place, the RIs were finally brought together 
under an overarching body, encouraging collaboration 
and ensuring that Singapore’s R&D agenda was clearly 
delivered by a single agency. 

To address this ambiguity, then-GIMT Deputy 
Director Nai Choon Ho and Li Pheng Khoo from Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore (NTU Singapore) 
applied possibility theory and fuzzy arithmetic in a 1996 
publication to transform vague customer voices into data 
that can be used for unbiased decision making3. In doing so, 
their approach enabled the identification of critical design 
characteristics to be improved in manufacturing systems. 

The following year, the Institute of Materials Research 
and Engineering (IMRE) was established. Diving straight 
into action, IMRE’s Swee Hin Teoh and colleagues 
fabricated a new flexible and biocompatible composite 
material—taking inspiration from how biological soft 
tissues are reinforced by collagen and elastic fibers. 

As detailed in Advanced Composite Letters, the team 
fortified a composite material made of polyurethane 
elastomers with a knitted fabric of polyester fibers to 
improve its mechanical properties without sacrificing 
flexibility4. With its unique properties, their material could 
have applications in everything from artificial organs to 
controlled drug delivery.

1997 ultimately proved to be an eventful year, with the 
onset of the Asian financial crisis. To ensure Singapore 
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compared to the average citations for a similar publication.

Analysis prepared by A*STAR Research Office. Data extracted from the SCOPUS online database.
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SUPERCHARGING 
THE BIOMEDICAL SECTOR

To further boost the country’s biomedical capabilities, 
multiple biomedical sciences RIs were set up to 

complement the IMCB and the Bioprocessing Technology 
Institute (BTI). Leading the way was the Genome Institute 
of Singapore (GIS) established in 2000, a national initiative 
that sought to use genomic sciences to improve public 
health. The Singapore Immunology Network (SigN) 
followed suit in 2005, and then the Singapore Institute 
for Clinical Sciences (SICS) in 2006.

In a pioneering Cell paper published in 20005, IMCB 
researchers showed that a gene aptly named Partner of 
Inscuteable (Pins) was required for the Inscuteable gene 
to function in coordinating and mediating asymmetric 
cell division in fruit flies. Though such a study may not 
seem immediately relevant to humans, the team’s findings 
could have crucial implications for neural disorders and 
neurodevelopment in humans. 

“In neural stem cells, asymmetric cell division is a 
fundamental strategy for balancing self-renewal and 
differentiation,” explained Fengwei Yu, who was then a 
PhD student at IMCB. “Impaired asymmetric divisions 
could lead to the formation of brain tumors.” 

Continuing what is now a tradition of excellence 
even from a young A*STAR, Brenner’s team at IMCB 
published a landmark Science paper in 20026, detailing 
the whole-genome shotgun assembly and analysis of the 
pufferfish Fugu rubripes, the second vertebrate genome 
to be mapped in detail (with the first being the human 
genome). It was also the first vertebrate genome to be 

sequenced using the whole-genome shotgun approach, 
which involves chopping the genome into millions of 
overlapping bits for sequencing. 

“The main motivation for sequencing the pufferfish 
genome was to better understand the human genome,” 
explained lead author Byrappa Venkatesh, former Professor 
and Research Director at IMCB. At the time, it was known 
that the human genome contained around 3,000 Megabase 
pairs (Mbp) with repetitive sequences known as ‘junk’ 
DNA comprising over 50 percent of the genome.

“In contrast, the pufferfish genome was only 380 Mbp 
and less cluttered with junk, yet encoded a similar repertoire 
of genes to the human genome,” added Venkatesh.  
“By comparing the pufferfish and human genomes, we 
were able to identify about 1,000 human genes that were 
missed by other methods.”

Similarly, over at the GIS, a team led by Senior Group 
Leader Huck Hui Ng investigated gene regulation in 
mammalian embryonic stem (ES) cells, with their findings 
culminating in a 2008 article published in Cell 7. In the 
realm of regenerative medicine, ES cells are of particular 
interest due to their pluripotency, or ability to give rise 
to cells of various lineages. 

“Transcription factors and their control networks 
are central to the core of these properties,” noted Ng, 
who is today Assistant Chief Executive of the BMRC.  
“We need to have a solid understanding of ES cell and even 
induced pluripotent stem cell transcriptional regulatory 
networks to gain a full picture of the molecular controls 
underpinning stem cell differentiation and regeneration.”

The team’s study was the most comprehensive mapping 
of transcriptional regulatory networks in ES cells at the 
time. “It was also a technical breakthrough, given the 
datasets’ scale and the combined analysis of the multiple 
datasets,” Ng recalled. “For a number of years, it was the 
de facto reference guide for mapping pluripotency-related 
proteins that bound to DNA.”

SPOTLIGHTING THE PHYSICAL AND 
ENGINEERING SCIENCES
Along with BMRC reaching milestones in succession, 
SERC RIs continued to make gains in emerging areas like 
novel materials and magnetic skyrmions even throughout 
the 2010s. 

In a 2016 study published in Nature Photonics, Qian 
Wang and Jinghua Teng—a Scientist III and Principal 
Scientist at IMRE, respectively—described a new way to 
harness light to reversibly adjust optical components. 
Along with collaborators from NTU Singapore and 
the University of Southampton in the UK, the two 
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Though it’s early days yet, their findings could 
lead to stable and highly scalable devices representing 
the next generation of edge computing technologies. 
Promisingly, these devices could also be easily integrated 
into microchips using manufacturing processes already 
used in the electronics industry.

The 2010s also witnessed the development of the first 
made-in-Singapore anti-cancer drug. Called ETC-159,  
the small-molecule drug candidate was jointly developed 
by the national drug discovery and development platform 
Experimental Drug Development Centre (EDDC), housed 
under A*STAR and Duke-NUS Medical School. ETC-159 
inhibits aberrant Wnt signaling to target a range of cancers, 
including colorectal, ovarian and pancreatic cancers12. After 
entering clinical trials in June 2015, ETC-159 is now being 
assessed for both safety and efficacy as part of Phase 1B trials.

REAPING THE REWARDS OF 
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
Even when faced with a global pandemic caused by 
SARS-CoV-2, A*STAR continues its record of excellence.  
The agency’s researchers along with collaborators from 
Tan Tock Seng Hospital (TTSH) were among the first to 
jump into action once the virus landed on local shores. 

Sustained by sheer willpower amid long, sleepless 
nights, the team managed to develop the Fortitude 
COVID-19 test kit within a matter of weeks—an 
unprecedented turnaround time given that diagnostic 
kits were only made available months into the previous 
2003 SARS outbreak. Since the frenzied days of February 
2020, the Fortitude kit has been deployed in over 45 
countries globally. 

Behind the scenes, A*STAR’s researchers also worked 
hard to decipher the coronavirus’ mysteries. For instance, 
during the pandemic’s first few months, the team of  
Lisa Ng—currently Executive Director of BMRC as well as 
A*STAR’s Infectious Diseases Labs (ID Labs)—investigated 
the genetics underlying the individual variations in clinical 
response13. Notably, the same team also identified a deletion 
of 382 nucleotides in the SARS-CoV-2 genome associated 
with a milder infection and better clinical outcomes14. 

Meanwhile, in a recent Cell publication, a team led by 
SIgN’s Cheng-I Wang revealed that contrary to popular 
belief, certain neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 
could enhance viral fusion and even the formation of 
harmful multinucleated, giant cells called syncytia15. 

With COVID-19 shining a spotlight on biomedicine, 
along with developments in genomics and data analytics, 
the 2020s have so far seen a blitz of biomedical data. 

showed that applying ultrashort pulses of laser light to 
certain areas of an optical film could tweak its properties. 
Compared to conventionally bulky components, the 
optical devices the team produced through their method 
were much flatter and smaller—allowing them to be 
easily integrated into existing optical systems8.

Magnetic skyrmions also represent another 
exciting area of frontier technologies currently being 
explored by A*STAR scientists. In a breakthrough  
Nature Materials paper published in 2017, a team of 
DSI and IHPC researchers demonstrated an innovative 
technique for making ultrathin films that could host 
skyrmions with tunable properties9. 

While they may sound like something straight 
out of a science fiction novel, skyrmions are in fact 
nanoscale spin structures formed in certain magnetic 
materials, and behave like mobile magnetic particles. 
However, for them to be considered for industrial 
applications, their properties must be modifiable under  
ambient conditions. 

By varying the thickness of the individual layers 
within the multilayer film, the team managed to directly 
modulate various physical properties of skyrmions, 
including size, density and stability. “Our initial efforts 
focused on establishing and tailoring their room 
temperature properties,” noted first author Anjan 
Soumyanarayanan, currently a Senior Scientist at IMRE 
and Assistant Professor at the National University of 
Singapore (NUS). Since then, his team has realized their 
electrical manipulation—that is, the controlled ‘writing’ 
and motion of skyrmions within devices10,11. 

“I fought hard to recruit 
the most promising young 
scientists to Singapore. 
The time had come to 
take on the world’s top 
labs; my confidence in  
the diversity of talents  
in Asia drove me.”
—  Chris Y.H. Tan, Founding Director, Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB)
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However, integrating disparate datasets to gain 
actionable insights is easier said than done, especially 
when it comes to single-cell sequencing. After all, even 
minute experimental differences from various datasets 
can add up to create large variations called batch effects.

To overcome these inconsistencies, Wang’s SIgN 
colleague Jinmiao Chen sought to determine the 
best algorithmic method to correct batch effects in 
single-cell sequencing datasets16. Testing 14 algorithms,  
Chen and her team identified three algorithms most 
suited to integrating increasingly large biological datasets. 

Beyond the laboratory, the pandemic has also 
disrupted supply chains worldwide, prompting factories 
to quickly pivot to more resilient manufacturing 
processes. Keeping the tradition of industry 
collaboration alive, I2R researchers led by Principal 
Scientist Xiaoli Li recently developed an intelligent 
framework to boost the prediction of remaining useful 
life for industrial machines17. 

In a  shining example of  man-machine 
collaboration, the framework combines features 
derived from deep learning algorithms with 
handcrafted features manually inputted by data 
scientists. After applying their framework to evaluate 
a deteriorating aircraft engine, the team found that 
their approach outperformed current state-of-the-art 
artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms. 

Such developments pave the way for manufacturing 
workflows that are less prone to external shocks. 
“People often say deep learning leads to the best 
results,” shared Li. “Our research demonstrates that 
human domain knowledge is equally valuable and 
critical in boosting system performance. By integrating 
AI and human intelligence, we can achieve the best 
explainable outcomes.”

As we move into a post-pandemic world, A*STAR 
remains committed to advancing knowledge and 
innovation across all domains. 

In the realm of robotics, scientists from I2R have 
developed a lightweight mobile robot positioning 
system that works indoors. By using a cost-effective 
WiFi-based technology, the system can be readily 
applied in any environment that already has WiFi18. 

On the other end of the spectrum, IMRE researchers 
along with NUS collaborators have also recently 
demonstrated in Science Advances a new approach for 
hyperspectral microscopy using off-the-shelf components, 
making the study of live cells more accessible19. 

Examples of A*STAR publications 
across research areas

A*STAR corresponding 
author/s
Anh Tuan Hoang (left) 
Yonghong Zeng (right)
Institute for Infocomm 
Research (I2R)

A*STAR corresponding 
author/s
Florent Ginhoux
Singapore Immunology 
Network (SIgN)

Publication year
2008 

Title 
Sensing-throughput 
tradeoff for cognitive  
radio networks

Journal
IEEE Transactions on 
Wireless Communications

Highlight 
Wireless communication 
networks have limited 
bands for transmitting 
data distributed among 
different users. This 
study identified an 
optimal sensing time 
that maximizes data 
throughput for secondary 
users while preserving  
the primary networks.

Publication year
2010

Title 
Fate mapping analysis 
reveals that adult 
microglia derive from 
primitive macrophages

Journal
Science

Highlight 
This study resolved 
the origins of adult 
brain immune cells 
called microglia, 
opening avenues for 
further research on the 
regulatory mechanisms 
of microglia development 
and manipulating 
microglia for treating 
neural diseases.
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A*STAR corresponding 
author/s
Yi Yan Yang
Institute of Bioengineering 
and Bioimaging (IBB)

A*STAR corresponding 
author/s
Li Li Zhang
Institute of Chemical and 
Engineering Sciences 
(ICES)

A*STAR corresponding 
author/s
Laurent Rénia (left) 
Lisa Ng (right)
Infectious Diseases Labs 
(ID Labs)

A*STAR corresponding 
author/s
Huajun Liu (left) 
Kui Yao (right)
Institute of Materials 
Research and Engineering 
(IMRE)

Publication year
2011

Title 
Biodegradable 
nanostructures with 
selective lysis of microbial 
membranes

Journal
Nature Chemistry

Highlight 
Non-biodegradable 
polymers can destroy the 
cell membranes of drug-
resistant microbes, but 
have limited applications 
inside the human body. 
Through organocatalysis, 
biodegradable 
and biocompatible 
nanoparticles can be 
synthesized, offering a 
potential new class of 
antimicrobial drugs.

Publication year
2015 

Title 
MnO2-based 
nanostructures for 
high-performance 
supercapacitors

Journal
Journal of Materials 
Chemistry A

Highlight 
This paper describes 
how MnO2-based 
electrode materials can 
be used and produced 
for high-performance 
supercapacitor energy 
storage devices. The low-
cost materials provide 
high electrochemical 
performance, have good 
heat stability and are 
relatively harmless to  
the environment.

Publication year
2020 

Title 
The trinity of COVID-19: 
immunity, inflammation 
and intervention

Journal
Nature Reviews 
Immunology

Highlight 
This review examining 
SARS-CoV-2 infection 
mechanisms revealed that 
controlling inflammation 
may be as important 
as targeting the virus 
to counter disease 
progression, suggesting 
the value of therapies that 
block viral infection and 
regulate dysfunctional 
immune responses.

Publication year
2020 

Title 
Giant piezoelectricity 
in oxide thin films with 
nanopillar structure

Journal
Science

Highlight 
In piezoelectricity, 
crystals convert between 
mechanical and electrical 
energy. To optimize 
high-performance 
piezoelectric materials, 
this study described 
a novel strategy for 
forming nanopillar 
regions in a lead-free 
thin film containing  
only sodium, niobium 
and oxygen.
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MAKING AN IMPACT ON 
THE PUBLIC SECTOR AND 
INDUSTRY
Through the examples thus far, A*STAR’s focus 
has clearly expanded from its early forays in 
biomedicine and manufacturing. Today, basic 
research that addresses grand challenges in science, 
known as use-inspired basic research (UIBR), forms 
a key part of the agency’s mission. But equally 
indispensable is the applied and translational 
research (ATR) that provides solutions to societal 
and industry needs. 

Both UIBR and ATR helped Singapore face the 
threat of COVID-19 head-on and will certainly 
prove useful for future challenges, from rising 
drug resistance to the ongoing climate crisis. 
Already, A*STAR is making headway on these fronts.  
Some notable efforts include finding novel pathways to 
cripple tumor growth20 as well as redesigning catalysts 
to better generate clean energy21.

Ultimately, however, the pandemic highlighted what 
A*STAR had long known: the importance of building deep 
capabilities in science and technology to not just benefit 
the public sector and industry—but also Singaporeans and 
the world at large. This message was reinforced with the 
release of the latest five-year S&T roadmap, now called the 
Research, Innovation and Enterprise 2025 (RIE2025) plan. 

The RIE2025 criss-crosses four strategic domains, 
namely human health and potential (HHP); Smart 
Nation and digital economy (SNDE); urban solutions 
and sustainability (USS); and manufacturing, trade and 
connectivity (MTC). 

Considering that human capital is Singapore’s most 
valuable natural resource, A*STAR’s Singapore Institute 
for Clinical Sciences (SICS), KK Women’s and Children’s 
Hospital, National University Health System and NUS are 
on a mission to maximize human potential—embarking 
on the Republic’s largest and most comprehensive birth 
cohort study yet. Called Growing Up in Singapore Towards 
Healthy Outcomes (GUSTO), the collaboration tracks 
local mothers and their offspring from early pregnancy 
and as the children grow up. 

“The GUSTO kids are now tweens (9 to 12 years 
old), so we will consider how this exciting rapid time 
of development is linked to earlier determinants and 
exposures,” explained Johan Eriksson, Executive Director 
at SICS. “As it is a period of increasing social exploration, 

aspects of mental wellness and social adjustments 
will be considered, alongside responses to the 
digital universe.”

“Over the next few years, Singapore will have a 
cohort of the most deeply phenotyped teenagers in 
the world,” added Yap Seng Chong, former Executive 
Director at SICS. “This will give us a wonderful 
opportunity to discover more about adolescent 
health, development and behaviors. Many of the 
findings will apply not only in Singapore, but in 
urban settings across Asia and beyond.” 

Meanwhile, to help Singapore achieve 
its Smart Nation ambitions and propel the 
Republic towards a true digital economy, I2R is 
collaborating with the Land Transport Authority 

(LTA) to develop the next generation of intelligent 
traffic light control systems tailored to Singapore’s busy 
roads. Aptly called the CoopeRative and UnIfied Smart 
Traffic SystEm (CRUISE), the system integrates near real-
time contextually rich datasets from frontier technologies 
like connected autonomous vehicles with AI to optimize 
traffic light and pedestrian crossing timings. 

“It is envisioned that CRUISE will result in safer 
roads and cleaner air in Singapore by enhancing the 
responsiveness of emergency services and reducing traffic 
congestion,” commented Jaya Shankar, Division Head of 
Intelligent Transportation Systems at I2R. 

“Over the next few 
years, Singapore 
will have a cohort 
of the most deeply 
phenotyped 
teenagers in  
the world.” 
—  Yap Seng Chong, former Executive 

Director, Singapore Institute for 
Clinical Sciences (SICS)
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Through the newly established Singapore Institute of 
Food and Biotechnology Innovation (SIFBI), A*STAR is 
developing R&D capabilities for agri-food tech solutions to 
support the nation’s ‘30 by 30’ goal. As Singapore imports 
over 90 percent of its food, the nation has set its sights on 
producing 30 percent of its nutritional needs locally by 2030.

SIFBI was inaugurated with the aspiration to provide 
end-to-end capabilities in the food innovation value chain 
for a more secure and sustainable food ecosystem. For 
instance, the Natural Product Library (NPL) housed at 
SIFBI represents one of the world’s largest collections of 
microbes, fungi and plant biospecimens and bioactive 
extracts. Screening campaigns are regularly undertaken with 
collaborators to identify natural bioactive compounds for 
industrial applications as well as natural preservatives and 
novel alternative protein ingredients to be used in food. 

Finally, with manufacturing placing Singapore firmly 
on the global map three decades ago, the city-state is still 
making inroads in advancing the sector today through 
the A*STAR Model Factory Initiative. 

Given that manufacturing forms around 20 percent 
of the country’s GDP, Singapore must embrace industrial 
digitalization—sometimes referred to as the 4th Industrial 
Revolution or Industry 4.0. 

The A*STAR Model Factory Initiative was set up as part 
of the vision to transform the Republic into a technology 
innovation hub for manufacturing: a pilot location for 
cutting-edge technology and systems, a thought leader 
and a first mover in growth areas.

Through the Model Factory @ SIMTech, the 
Model Factory @ the Advanced Remanufacturing and 
Technology Centre (ARTC), and the Next Generation 
Hyper Personalisation Line (NHGPL) @ ARTC, the 
initiative aims to provide a platform for research 
performers, end users, technology providers and system 
integrators to jointly innovate, test and demonstrate 
advanced manufacturing technologies.

Even with three decades under its belt, A*STAR is 
still relentless in addressing science’s most fundamental 
questions while continuing its mission to improve lives 
through applied cross-disciplinary research. 

In the years to come, the agency remains committed 
to further raising Singapore’s profile as a major player in 
the scientific landscape by engaging in more international 
R&D collaborations, but without losing sight of domestic 
needs. Given A*STAR’s adaptability and appreciation for 
society’s evolving demands, it has—and always will—
embrace innovation. Happy 30th anniversary, A*STAR! 
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RAISING  
THE BAR FOR 
RESEARCH 
EXCELLENCE 

any overseas counterparts often 
ask: how did a young country 
like Singapore develop a globally 
reputable organization like A*STAR 
within a few decades? 

For Andy Hor, A*STAR Deputy 
Chief Executive (Research), part of that answer is clear: 
appreciating the importance of R&D in national development 
coupled with continuous and strategic investment in 
developing areas of research excellence.

In general terms, research excellence is defined as 
going beyond a superior standard in research. For A*STAR, 
Singapore’s lead public sector science and technology 
agency, however, the bar is set much higher and broader. 
It also means building deep knowledge and capabilities in 
advancing cutting-edge science and meeting technological, 
industrial and national needs. Excellence must be translated 
into research competitiveness, solving complex problems, 
meeting societal needs and ensuring sustainable growth.

With A*STAR commemorating its 30th year in action, 
Hor shares his views on the importance of growing areas 
of research excellence, how A*STAR has done so for the 
past three decades and his advice for sustaining such a feat.

PRIORITIZING PEOPLE 
Identifying key areas of research and achieving excellence 
are crucial for any science and technology organization, 
and A*STAR is no different. Through those areas, the 
knowledge that is generated and shared boosts the 
reputation of an organization, which then helps attract 
talents. This cyclical nature of reputation and talent 
development is central to the agency’s strategy. 

“Areas of excellence can only be realized with people,” 
Hor explained. “When you have the right people with you, 
you can start building an area of excellence, and vice versa. 
They come in a package.”

Moreover, having clearly defined areas of excellence 
ensures sufficient resources are channeled into these 
areas. The resulting focus allows for deeper research 
penetration with targeted collaborations, partnerships 
and eventually impact. 

M

According to A*STAR Deputy Chief Executive 
(Research) Andy Hor, research excellence can be 
sustained by empowering scientific talent and 
working synergistically towards the bigger picture. 
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Finally, Hor noted that areas of research excellence 
complement A*STAR’s mission to empower and enable 
a vibrant investigator-led research culture. Such a 
culture encourages people to put forward creative and 
innovative ideas, solve problems and take on complex 
challenges such as decarbonization, infectious disease, 
food security, Industry 4.0 and so forth. These areas not 
only put Singapore on the world map of science, but also 
anchor A*STAR’s work to support the country’s Research, 
Innovation and Enterprise 2025 (RIE2025) plan.

PAINTING THE BIG PICTURE
Just as it commemorates its 30 years of excellence and 
innovation, A*STAR is already looking forward to the 
next three decades ahead—and beyond. For Hor, the 
agency’s success lies in the ability of its leadership to 
assess A*STAR’s place within the local and global scientific 
map—providing a big-picture approach to research in 
the process.

“It is not a matter of simply selecting research areas or 
topics. Understanding the scientific frontiers, technological 
bottlenecks as well as emerging societal challenges, and 
distilling these into research plans and strategies will shape 
our value proposition. We need to discuss with our people 
their interests, strengths and aspirations as these will shape 
A*STAR’s research agenda,” he said. “We have to look at 
what is needed, where the challenges and opportunities 
are and where our resources are coming from.”

According to Hor, the strategy of selecting and then 
sustaining these areas of research excellence is a delicate 
balancing act. For instance, there must be the right 
combination of curiosity-driven, use-inspired basic 
research and more practical, applied and translational 
research, both of which hold value for A*STAR. The 
agency also must be clear on what to pursue, to sustain 
or to sunset. 

Hor also highlighted the importance of keeping the 
end impact of research in mind. “Organizations often 
aim for short-term outputs to meet KPIs. While ‘quick 
wins’ may be beneficial, it is increasingly clear that we 
must strive to look beyond that and translate our research 
into longer-term impact,” he explained. “This is why our 
fundamentals must be strong and sustained.” 

A CHAMPION OF SYNERGISM 
In line with the big picture, Hor credited A*STAR’s 
integration within the nation’s academic, industry and 
public sector ecosystem as a factor to its success in 
establishing and maintaining research excellence. 

“Some people see Singapore’s size as as a drawback. 
But I view it as an advantage because it is compact and 
connected. In such a system, collaboration and partnership 
becomes our trump card,” he said. 

Hor added, “As a public science and technology 
organization, A*STAR occupies an interesting space where 
it naturally connects well to the ecosystem. We have deep 
ties with universities where basic research occurs and 
where people are trained. At the same time, we have formed 
strong partnerships with industry and public agencies to 
deliver business solutions and societal innovations, while 
also creating jobs.” 

Over the years, A*STAR has created a model of public-
private partnership that has led to a plethora of industry 
projects, technology transfers and established consortia 
such as the Aerospace Programme Consortium. This 
synergizes well with another established model of public-
public partnership, in which A*STAR engages universities 
in education and training through collaborative projects, 
as well as the public sector through staff secondment and 
R&D project co-development. 

Hor believes that achieving research excellence within 
these models requires meeting a number of conditions.

“First and foremost, we cannot exist in isolation,” he 
said. “We must work together to be relevant by addressing 
timely challenges and eventually developing the needed 
technologies. These partnerships enable cross-fertlization, 
creating new strengths and fueling innovation.”

When it comes to achieving synergy, Hor advised that 
there must be sustained investments into resources and 
people, coupled with the desire to work with people across 
the ecosystem. 

THE WAY FORWARD
Returning to the question of A*STAR’s evolution, Hor 
pointed out with a smile that 30 years is a long time in 
relation to the city-state’s short history. “The formation 
of the National Science and Technology Board (A*STAR’s 
predecessor) in 1991 was without doubt a major milestone 
for Singapore. It marked our intention to harness science 
and technology in building a nation with a vibrant 
economy,” he shared. 

Moving forward, Hor noted that in tandem with its areas 
of research excellence, A*STAR will continue to groom talent 
for the R&D ecosystem and translate research outcomes 
into tangible benefits for the people and Singapore. “If we 
do this well, we have every reason to be optimistic that 
our best days are yet to come. The next chapter is going 
to be even more productive and enriching,” he concluded 
with confidence. 
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BUILDING 
BREAKTHROUGHS 
BEYOND THE LAB

ven as a newly independent country 
with scarce natural resources, 
Singapore knew that the key to its 
survival lay in the one thing that could 
help the country overcome its natural 
limits: science and technology. 

Singapore’s journey of building a scientific ecosystem 
started in 1991, with the establishment of the National 
Science and Technology Board (NSTB) that would later 
be restructured into the A*STAR that we know today. 

In the 30 years since, A*STAR’s research and 
development (R&D) efforts have paid off, enabling 
the country to address emerging challenges and 
seed capabilities in critical areas. But while R&D is 
an unquestionably valuable resource, capturing value 
through commercializing those research efforts is  
equally important. 

“In today’s hypercompetitive world and challenging 
global trade environment, innovation is a key driver for 
Singapore’s long-term economic growth,” said Sze Wee 
Tan, Assistant Chief Executive of A*STAR’s Enterprise 
division, which was established to further strengthen the 
agency’s economic and societal impact.

A*STAR’s commercialization initiatives have since 
resulted in a steady stream of landmark patents and 
successful collaborations, all of which have set Singapore on 
the path towards being an innovation-driven, knowledge-
based economy, rich in job and research opportunities alike.

E

From music streaming technology to 
COVID-19 tests, A*STAR Assistant Chief 
Executive (Enteprise) Sze Wee Tan details 
how the agency is bringing their innovations 
out of the lab and into the real world.

DELIVERING IMPACT THROUGH 
SCIENCE
Complementing their diverse research arms, A*STAR’s 
landmark patents traverse a wide variety of domains, 
including biomedical sciences, manufacturing, materials 
engineering and more. 

One notable patent challenging the prevailing 
paradigm of cancer treatment comes from the Institute 
of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), where researchers 
developed antibodies that could suppress cancer growth 
by also targeting proteins within cancer cells and not just 
those on the cancer cell surface. 

Another patent arose from a milestone study by 
researchers at the Singapore Institute for Clinical Sciences 
(SICS) along with researchers from the National University 
of Singapore (NUS), Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School, 
KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital; and international 
collaborators from Canada, New Zealand and the UK. 
This effort yielded the first universal screening tool for 
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). 

By screening all expectant mothers in the Growing 
Up in Singapore Towards healthy Outcomes (GUSTO) 
birth cohort study for GDM, the study revealed that the 
current practice of screening only people with inherent 
high-risk factors missed nearly half of the affected 
individuals. In 2015, these findings were delivered to the 
Ministry of Health and put into active clinical practice.  
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“The resulting Appropriate Care Guide 
included new recommendations for 
screening and diagnosing GDM and 
emphasized the importance of long-term 
care for women with prior GDM,” said Tan.

A*STAR has also made waves beyond 
the medical field. Although music streaming 
services like Spotify feel like a natural part 
of modern life, things weren’t always so 
simple. Compressing music files for easy 

streaming often meant compromising audio quality. In 
2010, the Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R) took a big 
step forward when they produced the world’s first patented 
adaptive audio streaming technology. Their invention 
not only compressed music files with little distortion or 
fidelity loss, but also enabled streaming at different qualities 
depending on the device type or available bandwidth. 

In the realm of consumer electronics, the Singapore 
Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)’s 
Joint Competency Centre, together with technology 
conglomerate Philips, successfully industrialized a 
chemical process for sol-gel coating, wherein organic 
and inorganic materials are fused to coat material and 
improve its performance and resilience. The team 
eventually applied the sol-gel coating on an award-
winning commercial iron, endowing it with the ability 
to withstand heat, glide smoothly and last longer.

Beyond the steady stream of patents from A*STAR 
research institutes, Tan also counts the collaborations 
with A*STAR spinoff company MiRXES and the Centre 
of Excellence in Advanced Packaging between Applied 
Materials and the Institute of Microelectronics (IME) as 
stellar examples of successful R&D commercialization. 
“While strong patents can arise from the focused efforts 
of individual researchers, collaborations can generate 
a patent portfolio that enables platform or system 
applications,” Tan explained. 

MiRXES is a shining example of collaborative 
efforts bearing fruit. It traces its origins from A*STAR’s 
Bioprocessing Technology Institute (BTI), where co-
founder and CEO Lihan Zhou and his colleagues 
demonstrated that their technology could detect 
blood-based microRNA biomarkers with unprecedented 
sensitivity. By May 2019, the company had launched 

GASTROClear, the world’s first approved molecular blood 
test for gastric cancer screening. 

With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, MiRXES’ 
capabilities and partnership with A*STAR shone through. 
After researchers from the Bioinformatics Institute (BII), 
Diagnostics Development Hub (DxD Hub) and Tan Tock 
Seng Hospital successfully developed and validated the 
Fortitude COVID-19 test kit, MiRXES scaled up the 
kit’s production—allowing its benefits to be reaped by 
millions worldwide. 

A*STAR also assists other companies in translating 
technology into products. For example, SIMTech’s 
Innovation Factory provides support for Singapore SMEs 
from ideation to the design and engineering stage, while 
A*STAR’s open innovation platform A*StartCentral (A*SC) 
fosters an ecosystem that encourages venture creation.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
Notwithstanding its track record over the past 30 years, 
A*STAR forges ahead in its mission to continue generating 
economic and societal impact for Singapore and the world. 
Guiding the agency’s efforts is the Research, Innovation and 
Enterprise 2025 (RIE2025) plan, which sets the blueprint 
for the Republic’s science and technology efforts. 

“With the RIE2025 plan focusing on creating greater 
value from RIE investments, A*STAR will dedicate its 
efforts to expediting the translation of R&D to market,” 
Tan said, adding that such efforts require the agency 
to bridge the gap between industry collaborators and 
Singapore’s research community. 

According to Tan, A*STAR will also focus on further 
developing private-public partnership platforms, such as the 
DxD Hub and the Experimental Drug Development Centre 
(EDDC), which connect researchers and companies to 
enable rapid production of diagnostic tests and treatments. 
Recognizing that Singapore’s most critical resource 
remains its people, A*STAR intends to continue its talent 
development strategy to build a strong core of local scientific 
talent complemented by international researchers.

Since the genesis of its R&D journey decades ago, 
Singapore has firmly established a vibrant research and 
innovation ecosystem. Through the Enterprise division, Tan 
is confident in A*STAR’s ability to build upon those successes 
and deliver even more value through science and technology. 

“My vision is that A*STAR will continue to be at the 
forefront, leading efforts to enrich Singapore’s research 
and innovation ecosystem,” he shared. “We will continue 
to build areas of excellence in research while delivering 
impactful technology for commercialization to meet 
industry needs and national challenges.” 
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n 1675, Isaac Newton captured the essence 
of scientific progress when he said,  
“If I have seen further, it is by standing 
on the shoulders of giants.” Centuries 
since his famous statement, our collective 
scientific knowledge has grown in 

different ways, with certain fields gradually building up 
knowledge over time and others racing forward with 
incredible breakthroughs.

A*STAR understands that regardless of pace, extensive 
foundational work and collaboration remain the bedrock 
of scientific achievement. Hence, the agency’s research 
and development (R&D) efforts have always been to bridge 
decades of basic and applied sciences to meet strategic 
needs in sectors like healthcare and sustainability.

Through the years, many visionaries have led such 
endeavors to solve pressing issues, with their efforts 
recognized by accolades including the President’s Science 
and Technology Awards (PSTA), formerly known as the 
National Science and Technology Awards (NSTA). These 
distinctions are the highest national honors for scientists 
and engineers in Singapore, celebrating their seminal 
contributions in shaping the country’s R&D landscape.

I

SHAPING  
A LEGACY OF 
SCIENTIFIC 
EXCELLENCE

Honored with the President’s Science and 
Technology Awards, A*STAR researchers 
are shaping Singapore’s scientific landscape. 
Here, we spotlight three researchers who 
have pushed the boundaries in foundational 
biomedical research, translational engineering 
efforts and cross-cutting collaborations.

THE CHANGEMAKERS 
REIMAGINING 
RESEARCH 
IN SINGAPORE
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As the agency commemorates its 30 years of R&D, we 
revisit efforts by A*STAR’s PSTA laureates. They have stood 
on the shoulders of giants while carving avenues for future 
impact-driven research spanning multiple disciplines—
raising the bar for excellence at A*STAR and beyond.

DECODING THE GENETIC STORY OF 
ASIAN CANCERS
In the realm of health, shedding light on previously 
overlooked aspects of cancer are researchers like Patrick 
Tan, who has had a long-standing interest in the genetics 
of cancers endemic to Asia and other Asian-specific disease 
conditions. More recently in 2019, Tan took up the mantle 
of Executive Director at A*STAR’s Genome Institute of 
Singapore (GIS).

In collaboration with Bin Tean Teh from the National 
Cancer Centre Singapore and Steven Rozen from Duke-
NUS Medical School, Tan received the President’s Science 
Award in 2015 for unraveling the molecular underpinnings 
of Asian cancers, yielding insights into the environmental 
and clinical factors contributing to cancers distinct from 
those prevalent in the West. The national honor also helped 
elevate cancer research in Asia to global consciousness, 
as they later became the first-ever group from the region 
to win the prestigious American Association for Cancer 
Research (AACR) Team Science Award.

“We were struck by the observation that, throughout 
Asia, there were many areas where specific cancers occur 
at a very high incidence,” Tan said. As Asian ethnicities 
comprise a significant portion of the global population, 
their work revealed that certain cancers were not at all rare, 
and yet lacked attention from the scientific community.

For example, about 0.3 to 6 new cases of biliary tract 
cancer are recorded per 100,000 inhabitants globally. 
However, the incidence rate could be up to 96 per 100,000 
males in the Thailand’s northeastern area. As Tan and team 
probed into this understudied cancer, they discovered 
critical alterations in the RNF43 gene1, which was later 
found to be frequently mutated in colorectal tumors—the 
third most common cancer worldwide.

By identifying the mutations driving these tumors, 
scientists can develop novel approaches for early diagnosis 
and personalized therapies. “Improving outcomes for 
cancer patients will require managing patients with 
subtype-specific therapies, tailored to the molecular 
vulnerabilities of each subtype,” Tan said. 

Besides showing how to distinguish high-risk 
populations2, Tan and colleagues’ pioneering work on 

gastric cancer has led to clinical trials for new interventions 
against this serious condition. Supported by the Singapore 
Translational Cancer Consortium, a new nationwide 
study is validating whether certain epigenetic markers can 
predict how well a patient responds to immunotherapies.

To usher in an era of disease prevention, the institute is 
also supporting the National Precision Medicine program, 
creating a database of 100,000 Singaporean genomes3 to 
uncover the molecular markers of diseases. Through these 
collaborative endeavors, Tan envisions A*STAR extending 
its legacy in delivering societal impact, contributing to the 
continued advancement of human health and well-being.

“Our motto at GIS is that ‘We read, reveal and (w)rite 
DNA for a better Singapore and world,’” he shared. “As the 
custodian of Singapore’s genomic data, the GIS database 
of genomic sequences will represent a game-changing 
platform that will power Singapore’s researchers for many 
years to come.”

“As the custodian of Singapore’s 
genomic data, the GIS database 
of genomic sequences will 
represent a game-changing 
platform that will power 
Singapore’s researchers for 
many years to come.”
—  Patrick Tan, Executive Director, Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS)
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PRESIDENT’S SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY AWARDS*

A*STAR AWARDEES OVER THE YEARS

NSTM – National Science and Technology Medal
NTA – National Technology Award
NSA – National Science Award 
PSTM – President’s Science and Technology Medal
PTA – President’s Technology Award
PSA – President’s Science Award

Note: Affiliations are based on the year of award 
*Formerly known as the National Science and Technology Awards

1993

NSTM  Chris Y.H. Tan 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), NSTB

1995

NSA  Catherine Pallen 
Institute for Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), NSTB

1998

NSA  Leong Ming Gan 
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE), 
NSTB 
National University of Singapore

1999

NTA  (Team award) Xiaoqi Chen, Zhiming Gong and 
Han Huang 
Gintic Institute of Manufacturing Technology (GIMT), 
NSTB 

Shuzui Ge 
National University of Singapore 

Soon Loong Liau 
Turbine Overhaul Services Pte Ltd

NSA  Wanjin Hong 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), NSTB

2001

NSTM  Bill Chen 
NSTB 

Frans Carpay 
Gintic Institute of Manufacturing Technology (GIMT), 
NSTB

NSA  (Team award) William Chia and Xiaohang Yang 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), NSTB

2002

NTA  (Team award) Ridong Jiang 
Institute of High Performance Computing (IHPC), A*STAR 

 Beng Teck Cheok 
Ministry of Defence 

 Andrew Nee Yeh Ching  
National University of Singapore 

 Tong Wah Lim  
Molex Singapore Pte Ltd

   (Team award) Linda Wu Yongling and Soo Kong Chang 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology 
(SIMTech), A*STAR 

 Leon Krings and Lee Heng Sia 
Philips Domestic Appliances and Personal Care

2004

NTA  (Team award) Luping Shi, Pik Kee Tan and 
Xiangshui Miao 
Data Storage Institute (DSI), A*STAR

NSA  Alan Porter 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR  

 (Team award) Byrappa Venkatesh, Samuel Aparicio 
and Sydney Brenner 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR 

2005

NTA  (Team award) Bo Liu, Leonard Gonzaga and 
Mingsheng Zhang 
Data Storage Institute (DSI), A*STAR

NSA  Lian Hui Zhang 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR 

2006

NSTM  Sydney Brenner 
Biomedical Research Council (BMRC), A*STAR 
The Salk Institute for Biological Studies

NTA  (Team award) Chao Bi, Quan Jiang and Song Lin 
Data Storage Institute (DSI), A*STAR

NSA  (Team award) Chia Lin Wei, Ken Sung Wing Kin, 
Patrick Ng and Yijun Ruan 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 

2007

NTA  (Team award) Haibin Huang, Rongshan Yu,  
Susanto Rahardja and Xiao Lin 
Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R), A*STAR

NSA  Huck Hui Ng 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore  

Uttam Surana 
Institute for Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR
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2008

NSTM  Chorh Chuan Tan 
A*STAR 
National University of Singapore

NTA  (Team award) Ajay Agarwal,  
Narayanan Balasubramaniam, 
Navab Singh and Patrick Guo-Qiang Lo 
Institute of Microelectronics (IME), A*STAR 

 (Team award) Beng Wah Chua,  
John Yong Ming Shyan, Meng Kwong Ho and 
Steven Tong Kin Kong 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology 
(SIMTech), A*STAR

2009

PSTM  Miranda Yap 
Bioprocessing Technology Institute (BTI), A*STAR 
A*STAR Graduate Academy (A*GA)

2010

PTA  (Team award) Kah Wee Ang, Mingbin Yu,  
Patrick Lo Guo-Qiang and Tsung-Yang Liow 
Institute of Microelectronics (IME), A*STAR

PSA  Yoshiaki Ito  
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore

2011

PSA  (Team award) Bing Lim, Huck Hui Ng,  
Lawrence Stanton and Paul Robson 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR

2012

PSTM  Dim-Lee Kwong 
Institute of Microelectronics (IME), A*STAR

PSA  Yue Wang 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR

2013

PTA  (Team award) Ai Ti Aw, Bin Ma, Haizhou Li and Jian Su 
Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R), A*STAR

PSA  Boris Luk’yanchuk 
Data Storage Institute (DSI), A*STAR

2015

PSA  (Team award) Patrick Tan 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 
Duke-NUS Medical School 

 Bin Tean Teh  
National Cancer Centre Singapore 

Steven Rozen 
Duke-NUS Medical School 

2016

PTA  Bin Liu 
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE), 
A*STAR 
National University of Singapore

PSA  Xiaogang Liu 
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE), 
A*STAR 
National University of Singapore

2017

PSTM  Sir David Philip Lane 
A*STAR 
Chugai Pharmabody Research Pte Ltd 

Edward Warren Holmes 
A*STAR 
National University of Singapore 
National Research Foundation Singapore

2018

PSTM  Judith L. Swain 
Singapore Institute for Clinical Sciences (SICS), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore 
Physiowave Inc.

PSA  (Team award) Huck Hui Ng 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 

Eng King Tan 
National Neuroscience Institute  
Duke-NUS Medical School  

 Kah Leong Lim 
National University of Singapore 
Duke-NUS Medical School  

 Louis Tan 
National Neuroscience Institute

2019

PTA  (Team award) Hee Joo Poh and Wee Shing Koh 
Institute of High Performance Computing (IHPC), A*STAR 

 Fachmin Folianto 
Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R), A*STAR 

Sze Tiong Tan  
Housing and Development Board

2020

PSA  Jianjun Liu 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore
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BUILDING LIVEABLE CITIES
Zooming out from the intricacies of our genetic code, 
researchers from A*STAR’s Institute of High Performance 
Computing (IHPC), Institute for Infocomm Research 
(I2R) and Singapore’s Housing and Development 
Board (HDB) have co-created another equally 
groundbreaking platform: a smart urban planning tool 
that garnered the President’s Technology Award in 2019.  
Dubbed the Integrated Environmental Modeler (IEM)4, the 
platform combines computer models, sensors and localized 
climate data to simulate an area’s environmental conditions 
to facilitate building urban structures sustainably.

From residential to commercial developments, 
urbanization often comes at great cost to the planet—
clearing out greenery, using carbon-heavy resources like 
steel and putting a strain on the electrical power supply. 

With the effects of the climate crisis becoming 
more apparent than ever, the IEM team saw physics-
driven modeling as the answer to sustainable urban 
development—helping city planners optimize structural 
designs for maximum comfort at minimal resource cost.

“Advanced modeling is important for urban 
sustainability as we can now conduct virtual trials before 
spending a large number of resources,” explained Wee 
Shing Koh, a Senior Scientist at IHPC. “For example,  
if the layout tends to trap heat, it will be undesirable to 
live in or costly to remedy over the building’s lifespan.”

Many materials used in urban environments, such as 
cemented pavements, tend to absorb solar energy as heat, 
whereas some buildings and vegetation provide shading 
and cooling effects. By simulating solar irradiance and 
shading, the IEM tool predicts how heat would impact 
wind flow. While wind and heated surfaces affect air 
temperature distribution, factors such as airflow and 
temperature in turn direct how audible noise propagates 
through an area.

To measure all these parameters, over 100 sensors 
were deployed across the country, highlighted Fachmin 
Folianto, a Principal Research Engineer at I2R. “All 
the sensors were powered by solar energy and they 
transmitted real-time data wirelessly,” he added.

Thanks to this integrated tool, users can readily 
visualize how different structures alter environmental 
conditions, leading to sustainably designed cities that 
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“Winning the  
award gives us  
extra motivation  
and encouragement 
to push technological 
frontiers in urban 
environmental 
modeling.”
—  Hee Joo Poh, Senior Scientist, Institute of 

High Performance Computing (IHPC)

leverage natural ventilation and lighting. Having scaled 
up IEM to cover island-wide airflow and solar irradiance, 
IHPC Senior Scientist Hee Joo Poh shared that new 
urban spaces can be designed to minimize their impact 
on existing neighboring residential estates. Putting 
their platform into practice alongside HDB, the team 
deployed the IEM tool to design Singapore’s first smart 
and sustainable town, Tengah Town, analyzing wind 
channels and optimizing building layouts to promote 
natural ventilation.

“Winning the award gives us extra motivation and 
encouragement to push technological frontiers in urban 
environmental modeling,” Poh expressed. He is now 
leading the expansion of IEM’s features, which are set 
to simulate factors like aircraft noise, wind-driven rain 
and global climate change effects.

Given the modeling and simulation capabilities 
A*STAR has developed over the past three decades, 
Koh foresees that new and improved technologies will 
readily meet the needs on the ground. The team envisions 
that these smart planning tools will enable researchers 
and policymakers to formulate better plans to mitigate 
the effects of climate change, paving the way for more 
sustainable, comfortable and resilient cities.

ILLUMINATING THE FUTURE OF 
BIOPROBES
As researchers dive into the inner workings of cells, 
science’s interdisciplinary nature is also in full display. 
After all, fluorescent dyes crafted by chemists and 
chemical engineers have become essential tools for 
visualizing the tiny yet complex cellular world. By 
tagging target molecules with color-emitting dyes to 
yield bioprobes, biomedical scientists can then monitor 
internal processes like cell death and detect compounds 
such as infection-fighting antibodies.

Conventional dyes, however, work best alone. While the 
molecules appear bright in dilute solutions, their emissions 
sharply diminish upon aggregation. But certain organic 
molecules behave otherwise. In a phenomenon aptly 
called aggregation-induced emission (AIE), packing these 
molecules together intensifies their fluorescent properties.

By figuring out how to control these light emissions, 
A*STAR Institute of Materials Research and Engineering 
(IMRE) Adjunct Investigator Bin Liu and collaborators 
discovered that AIE nanoparticles could be made 10 to 40 
times brighter than the commercial quantum dots used 
for biomedical imaging5.

From left: Fachmin Folianto, Principal Research Engineer, Institute for 
Infocomm Research (I2R); Wee Shing Koh, Senior Scientist, Institute of High 
Performance Computing (IHPC); Hee Joo Poh, Senior Scientist, Institute of 
High Performance Computing (IHPC)
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“A*STAR has nurtured many 
R&D talents and bridged the gap 
between fundamental science and 
translational research. I hope that 
synergy among A*STAR and local 
universities could be achieved to 
build a stronger, safer and more 
sustainable society.”
—  Bin Liu, Adjunct Investigator, Institute of Materials Research and 

Engineering (IMRE)

These unique fluorescent properties make for non-toxic 
reagents that not only produce high-contrast imagery but 
also enable real-time cell monitoring over longer periods. 
To find biomedical applications for their AIE nanoparticle 
technology, Liu and colleagues founded Luminicell, a 
spinoff company of the National University of Singapore. 

By altering the nanoparticles’ size and surface 
properties, Liu and the team adapted the AIE materials 
to serve several use cases in research and clinical practice. 
For instance, to label specific cell components like 
protein biomarkers for disease, one might add to the 
nanoparticle surface molecules that bind strongly to the 
target. Meanwhile, to trace cell types like immune cells 
and cancer cells, molecules with excellent cell-infiltrating 
capabilities can be attached to the nanoparticles.

For her efforts in transforming fluorescence imaging6 
with AIE molecules, Liu was honored with the President’s 
Technology Award in 2016. “The immediate impact was the 
enhanced visibility of our AIE nanoparticle technology,” 

1.  Ong, C.K., Subimerb, C., Pairojkul, C., Wongkham, S., Cutcutache, I.,  
et al. Exome sequencing of liver fluke-associated cholangiocarcinoma. 
Nature Genetics 44, 690-693 (2012).

2. Huang, K.K., Ramnarayanan, K., Zhu, F., Srivastava, S., Xu, C. Genomic 
and epigenomic profiling of high-risk intestinal metaplasia reveals 
molecular determinants of progression to gastric cancer. Cancer Cell 
33, 137-150 (2018).

3. Wu, D., Dou, J., Chai, X., Bellis, C., Wilm, A., et al. Large-scale whole 
genome sequencing of three diverse Asian populations in Singapore. 
Cell 179, 736-749 (2019).

4. Poh, H.J., Koh, W.S., Liu, E., Zhao, W., Tan, S.T., et al. Modeling  
of urban heat island and noise propagation in Singapore.  
4th International Conference on Countermeasures to Urban Heat 
Island, National University of Singapore (2016).

5. Li, K., Qin, W., Ding, D., Tomczak, N., Geng, J., et al. Photostable 
fluorescent organic dots with aggregation-induced emission (AIE 
dots) for noninvasive long-term cell tracing. Scientific Reports  
3, 1150 (2013).

6. Qin, W., Ding, D., Liu, J., Yuan, W.Z., Hu, Y., et al. Biocompatible 
nanoparticles with aggregation-induced emission characteristics as far-
red/near-infrared fluorescent bioprobes for in vitro and in vivo imaging 
applications. Advanced Functional Materials 22, 771-779 (2012).

7. Wu, W., Mao, D., Xu, S., Ji, S., Hu, F., et al. High performance 
photosensitizers with aggregation-induced emission for image-
guided photodynamic anticancer therapy. Materials Horizons  
4, 1110-1114 (2017).

she said, adding that the award catalyzed support for 
further development of AIE-powered solutions.

Since then, AIE has been shown to have applications 
in everything from cell tracing to light-based medical 
treatments. With their capacity to visualize the cellular 
world in greater detail, these nanoparticles could help 
guide cancer therapies and surgeries7.

“These applications have been achieved through 
precise molecular engineering to yield multifunctional 
AIE molecules, and from the thorough study of AIE 
particles’ photophysical processes,” Liu said. 

For Liu, these significant strides in AIE-based 
bioprobes were made possible by collaborating with 
diverse sectors, enabled by the extensive network 
between A*STAR, universities and industry partners. 
Amid the agency’s interdisciplinary environment, her 
work exemplifies how spheres of expertise can overlap 
to create exciting new solutions, harnessing materials 
science for healthcare applications.

“A*STAR has nurtured many R&D talents and bridged 
the gap between fundamental science and translational 
research,” Liu said. “I hope that synergy among A*STAR 
and local universities could be achieved to build a stronger, 
safer and more sustainable society.”

By creating new knowledge and forging strong 
collaborations across Singapore’s scientific ecosystem, these 
PSTA awardees will continue to be strong ambassadors 
for A*STAR within Singapore and beyond. 
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Young Scientist Award 
A*STAR AWARDEES OVER THE YEARS

Started in 1997, the Young Scientist Award is administered 
by the Singapore National Academy of Science (SNAS)  
and supported by A*STAR. 

Note: Affiliation based on the year of award. Data extracted from 
the SNAS website.

2000  Limsoon Wong 
Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R), NSTB

2001  Peng Li 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), NSTB

2003  Peter Lobie 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR

2004  Huck Hui Ng 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore (NUS) 

 John Yong Ming Shyan 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology 
(SIMTech), A*STAR

2006  Han Yu 
Institute of Bioengineering and Nanotechnology (IBN), 
A*STAR

2008  David Chen 
Institute of Chemical and Engineering Sciences (ICES), 
A*STAR

2009  Jonathan Loh Yuin Han 
A*STAR

2010  Yik Ying Teo 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore 

Jishan Wu  
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE), 
A*STAR 
National University of Singapore

2012  Joel Yang Kwang Wei 
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE), 
A*STAR

2013  Chiea Chuen Khor 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR

2014  Melissa Jane Fullwood 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore 
Yale-NUS College

2015  Yue Wan 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR

2016  Benjamin C.K. Tee 
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE), 
A*STAR 
National University of Singapore 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 

Xinhong Lim 
Institute of Medical Biology (IMB), A*STAR 
Duke-NUS Medical School 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 

 Huili Guo 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore

2017  Jingmei Li 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore 

 Justin C.W. Song 
Institute of High Performance Computing (IHPC), A*STAR 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

2018  Shifeng Xue 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR 

 Anjan Soumyanarayanan 
Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE), 
A*STAR

2019  Huilin Shao 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB), A*STAR 
National University of Singapore

2020  Wei Leong Chew 
Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS), A*STAR 

 Si Hui Tan 
Institute of Medical Biology (IMB), A*STAR 
Cargene Therapeutics
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From the public sector to innovative 
startups and industry giants, A*STAR 
scholars are blazing the trail across 
Singapore’s research ecosystem.

PLANTING  
THE SEEDS  
OF SCIENTIFIC 
SUCCESS

NURTURING 
SINGAPORE’S 
SCIENTIFIC 
TALENTS
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Can you share a particularly 
memorable experience from your 
time at A*STAR? 

After I joined the Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology 
(IMCB) in 2006, I went on an overseas trip as an accompanying 
officer with then co-Chairmen Philip Yeo and Chuan Poh Lim. 
I felt hugely out of my depth but also immensely touched 
by the kindness and generosity of the senior colleagues  
I was traveling with. 

At that time, the place we traveled to had relatively limited 
resources for biomedical research and healthcare, yet the 
researchers we met were passionate and committed to science. 
They were focused on making a positive impact on healthcare 
and emphasized the importance of creating a translational 
loop from bench to bed and back to the bench to achieve this. 
I learned a lot and was deeply inspired. We already have a 
strong base here in Singapore and are well-funded. I believe 
we can punch above our weight at the global level and this 
is what we should aspire to do.

Why did you choose to go into 
drug discovery and development? 
How has the field changed since 
the early 2000s?

I enjoy the collaborative nature of drug discovery and 
development. No single individual or organization can solve 
complex human diseases on their own. We need to bring 
complementary expertise together from the public and private 
sectors to deliver meaningful healthcare solutions to patients. 

The biggest change in the field is probably how we are 
increasingly generating and processing huge datasets, enabled 
by advancements in AI. This has already started to transform 
drug discovery research and development. 

What are your hopes for 
A*STAR’s future?

As a key pillar of Singapore’s research and innovation 
ecosystem, I hope A*STAR will continue to attract global 
scientific and entrepreneurial talent to further build the 
nation’s R&D capabilities.

HWEE CHING ANG
Deputy CEO, Experimental Drug 
Development Centre (EDDC), 
A*STAR

Q:

Q:

Q:

ver 250 years ago, in a collection of 
essays known as The Way to Wealth, 
US founding father Benjamin Franklin 
emphasized the foundational role of 
education for future success. Writing 
that “an investment in knowledge pays 

the best interest,” his advice has proven to be both timeless 
and borderless. 

Despite being located on the other side of the globe, 
Singapore is a shining testament of the truth of Franklin’s 
words. To nurture promising scientific minds, A*STAR 
launched the A*STAR Graduate Academy (A*GA) in 2001 
to provide scholarships and fellowships to young scientific 
talent. Today, A*GA scholars have since gone on to become 
changemakers in various public and private sectors, proving 
that A*STAR’s impact in Singapore’s research ecosystem 
echoes far beyond the research conducted within the 
agency itself. 

From undergraduate to postdoctoral studies, A*GA has 
seen several batches of scholars since take up leadership 
roles in public research and industry. As we commemorate 
A*STAR’s 30th anniversary, discover how the A*GA National 
Science Scholarship (NSS) and the A*STAR Graduate 
Scholarship (AGS) continue to shape research, innovation 
and enterprise in Singapore. Hear from six scholars as they 
share their scientific journeys, made possible through the 
opportunities at A*GA.

BUILDING AN INNOVATION 
PIPELINE FOR SINGAPORE
Once they complete their studies locally or overseas, 
A*GA scholars join the scientific ecosystem in various 
capacities. Often, they embark on a research career at 
A*STAR under the tutelage of top scientists. It is through 
such training and support that these bright young minds 
become strong contributors to innovation and research 
in Singapore.

With a vision to tackle disease, Hwee Ching Ang serves 
as Deputy CEO of the Experimental Drug Development 
Centre (EDDC), a national platform hosted within A*STAR. 
Today, she and Zhenzhi Chng, Director of the Smart Nation 
and Digital Government Office’s (SNDGO) National AI 
Office (NAIO), are drawing on what they learned as A*STAR 
scholars to make waves across Singapore.

O
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How do you think A*STAR has 
changed over the years? 

A*STAR is constantly evolving. They have done very well 
in explaining their continued relevance to Singapore.  
My recollection of A*STAR’s strategy to build up science in 
Singapore in the early days was to seed scientific excellence 
by attracting top talent and training local talent.

The last decade saw an increased national focus on value 
creation. A*STAR responded by strengthening research 
translation, industry collaborations and commercialization. 
In the recent few years, more attention has been put on 
addressing national priorities. Accordingly, A*STAR is 
supporting other public agencies and using its scientific and 
engineering capabilities to solve these national challenges. 

Can you tell us more about 
your work implementing AI 
across Singapore?

The NAIO was set up in the SNDGO to implement the 
National AI Strategy (NAIS). Launched in November 2019, 
the NAIS aims to position Singapore as a leader in developing 
and deploying scalable and impactful AI solutions. The 
strategy focuses on National AI Programs that drive AI 
deployment in key sectors, such as healthcare, education, 
smart estates, logistics and border security. The strategy also 
offers recommendations to strengthen ecosystem enablers 
such as talent, data architecture and AI governance—all of 
which are building blocks for a sustainable AI ecosystem.

As NAIO’s founding director, I set up the team 
to drive the national AI agenda and catalyze efforts 
across government, industry and academia to achieve 
the outcomes of the NAIS. NAIO jointly leads the 
implementation of the National AI Programs with the 
respective sector leads. We also work with the relevant 
agencies to strengthen ecosystem enablers. In addition, 
we rigorously monitor progress to ensure that the strategy 
is implemented diligently and consistently. 

Q:

Q:

What vision do you have for the 
future of A*STAR? 

A*STAR wears many hats: the agency grooms scientific 
talent, drives scientific excellence through basic research, 
translates technology to benefit the economy and society 
as well as addresses national challenges. My hope is for 
A*STAR to continue to wear its many hats well and build 
on its decades of experience and wealth of scientific 
capabilities to become the ‘go-to’ technology agency for 
the public and private sectors.

Q:

TAKING COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
For innovations to truly make an impact, solutions need 
to go beyond the laboratory and be made available at 
scale. Enter A*StartCentral (A*SC)—an A*STAR initiative 
that supports spinoffs and startups as they pursue further 
development and commercialization. By offering access to 
A*STAR’s talent pool, partners and facilities, A*SC helps 
spinoffs and startups bring their technology to market 
and grow their business. 

With her dedication to translating research from bench 
to bedside, AGS scholar Pauline Tay was a perfect fit for 
A*STAR biotechnology spinoff Celligenics. Concurrently 
the Executive Director and Head of Innovation Partnerships 
at the United Bank of Switzerland (UBS). Tay continues 
to contribute to Celligenics as a strategic advisor. Here,  
Tay and Lu-En Wai, Director of Research and Development 
at biotechnology company Lion TCR, share how A*STAR’s 
support has helped them 
commercialize cutting-
edge innovations. 

ZHENZHI CHNG
Director (National AI Office), 
Smart Nation and Digital 
Government Office (SNDGO)

Why did you apply for the AGS?
I was one of the first few A*STAR officers assisting 

scholars who had applied to the overseas scholarships 
and fellowships preceding AGS then. Since I had always 
wanted to do a PhD, I knew applying for AGS would give 
me the leverage and exposure I would need to stay ahead 
in Singapore’s growing science and innovation landscape.

Q:

PAULINE TAY
Strategic Advisor, Celligenics
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Can you tell us about a notable 
research project you worked on?

While at A*STAR, I discovered how modulating central 
regulators called Rho GTPases could influence the 
stemness and differentiation potential of embryonic 
stem cells. But while trying to dive deeper into the 
signaling pathways and mechanisms of how it worked, 
a Japanese group published their observations—albeit 
without mechanisms—in Nature Biotechnology ahead of us.  
That taught me that to excel and be globally competitive 
in science, you have to be the first to publish, patent or 
commercialize your discoveries. That made me dedicate 
the next few years of my career to developing systems to 
catalyze the commercialization of R&D. 

How has A*STAR supported 
commercial innovation in 
Singapore?

A*STAR is a pioneer in creating spinoffs from deep science 
and engineering, particularly in biotech and medtech at a 
time when no one understood or was interested in investing 
in this space. A*STAR also actively promotes spinoffs to 
partners, assists their scientists and researchers with patent 
strategy and provides gap or seed funding to bring them 
closer to market.

If not for A*STAR’s continuous assistance, some of 
our local spinoffs would have struggled to get global 
attention. Because of COVID-19, global partners have 
started to take notice of our local biotech and medtech 
SMEs like MiRXES, Nuevocor and Proteona, and many 
have managed to attract private capital investments.

Before your bachelor’s degree 
you briefly worked at A*STAR. 
Did the experience inspire you to 
pursue a career in research? 

I was always interested in studying biomedical sciences and 
joining A*STAR—then known as the National Science and 
Technology Board (NSTB)—as a corporate communications 
temporary staff member opened my eyes to the different 
research entities in Singapore. I was on the sidelines of 
burgeoning efforts to build up a strong research community 
and ecosystem. The experience made me believe that there 
was a good future for biomedical research in Singapore. 

Can you tell us about your role and 
what you aim to do at Lion TCR? 

Lion TCR is a biotech startup using A*STAR technology 
developed by Antonio Bertoletti’s team at the Singapore Institute 
for Clinical Sciences (SICS). By tapping on a library of hepatitis B 
virus-specific T cell receptors (TCR), we can redirect a patient’s 
immune cells, specifically T cells, to home in and kill HBV-
expressing liver cancer cells in a body. We aim to expand this 
technology to treat more viral-related cancers and viral infections.

As Director of Research and Development at Lion TCR, 
I oversee the discovery and development of the TCR library, 
companion assays and new pipeline products in collaboration 
with academic and industry partners. We aim to bring novel 
and effective cellular immunotherapy products into the clinics 
to treat patients who have limited treatment options available. 
Personally, I intend to continue developing new technologies 
in immunotherapy and diagnostics for disease treatment.

How has A*STAR shaped 
Singapore’s local research 
ecosystem? 

A*STAR has been a driving force in building the biomedical 
sciences ecosystem in Singapore. The agency has also been very 
supportive of industry-related research. Through partnership 
programs like the Technology for Enterprise Capability Upgrading 
(T-Up), they also support local SME innovation, which is 
important for growing Singapore’s scientific ecosystem.

LU-EN WAI
Director of Research and Development, 
Lion TCR

Q:

Q:

Q:

Q:

Q:

“I knew applying for 
AGS would give me the 
leverage and exposure  
I would need to stay 
ahead in Singapore’s 
growing science and 
innovation landscape.”
—  Pauline Tay, Strategic Advisor, Celligenics
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SHAWN TAN
Product Manager (Danone 
Nutricia Campus), Danone

Can you tell us more about 
your work in nanoplasmonics?

My work in nanoplasmonics at A*STAR was inspired by my 
graduate studies on nanoparticle self-assembly but takes 
a different approach—we used electro-beam lithography 
to precisely define the size and position of nanopixels.  

CONTRIBUTING TO THE GLOBAL 
RESEARCH LANDSCAPE AND 
INDUSTRY
With their sights set outside the ‘Little Red Dot,’ some 
scholars choose to apply their talents through industry 
research in regional and international companies. Thanks 
to expertise picked up at A*STAR and an education 
supported by A*GA, these scholars are well-equipped to 
lead complex research projects funded by industry giants. 

Consider the example of Netherlands-based Shawn 
Tan, who helped set up the food company Danone’s 
Nutricia Campus. Find out how he and Eva Loo, Head 
of Cell and Tissue Engineering at Evonik, contribute to 
the global research landscape with lessons they learned 
from their time at A*STAR. 

Q:
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We then looked to create these nanopixels with aluminum, 
which is much cheaper and more sustainable than gold 
or silver. In addition, we expanded the color palette by 
tweaking a combination of parameters such as the size, 
spacing and position of the pixels. All these strategies 
allowed us to create the smallest-ever reproduction of 
Monet’s Impression, Sunrise with aluminum nanopixels. 

How has the scholarship 
and your subsequent time at 
A*STAR shaped your career 
and research success?

I am incredibly thankful for the scholarship and my time 
at A*STAR, both of which opened many doors for me.  
I am always eager to learn new things and, fortunately,  
I was able to explore and succeed in new endeavors with 
the valuable support I received at A*STAR. 

Through the different technical domains, roles and 
functions I experienced at A*STAR, I honed my ability to 
navigate and succeed in complex situations. This allowed 
me to succeed in a large global organization like Danone, 
where I recently helped set up an entirely new non-profit 
organization for educating healthcare professionals.

How has A*STAR shaped 
Singapore’s research 
ecosystem in the past 30 years? 

A*STAR is a versatile player that fills gaps in the local 
research ecosystem. It initially served as the seed for 
new research areas in Singapore, helping it gain global 
recognition for its scientific excellence. Now, A*STAR 
is more focused on building tangible impact through 
supporting industry research and innovation. 

For the past ten years, A*STAR’s research capabilities 
and talent have made it very attractive for industry 
partners to set up headquarters and establish partnerships 
in Singapore. Over the years, we have also seen a greater 
shift in empowering local innovation and supporting 
the growth of local companies alongside attracting 
investments from multinational companies. And in the 
last year, amid the global pandemic, we have also seen 
A*STAR and its partners step up to support the battle 
against COVID-19. 

Can you tell us more about your 
role at Evonik?

Evonik is one of the world’s leading specialty chemicals 
companies. I am part of the Cell and Tissue Engineering 
team at the Asia research hub. My team focuses on innovating 
solutions in regenerative medicine, such as alternatives for 
animal-derived products used in cell culture. For instance,  
we work on sustainable biomaterials like recombinant proteins 
and synthetic biodegradable polymers. These materials can 
be used to prepare implants to facilitate tissue regeneration 
and to expand cells for cell therapy. 

How did the NSS shape your 
career over the years? 

The NSS provides support for many scholars, especially 
in their early career as postdoctoral fellows. The program 
assigns senior scientists as mentors to the scholars and often 
provides invaluable career advice. In fact, my NSS mentor 
Jackie Ying—who at the time was the Executive Director of 
the Institute of Bioengineering and Nanotechnology (IBN)—
linked me up with the team that I joined upon completion 
of my PhD studies. 

During my time at A*STAR, I gained an in-depth 
understanding of the local research community as well as 
the infrastructure available. The various opportunities I was 
given also enabled me to grow my network. When I joined 
Evonik, I was able to quickly identify local partners who 
would become key collaborators or provide key services, 
enabling us to accelerate our research progress.

As A*STAR commemorates its  
30th anniversary, what hopes do 
you have for the future of A*STAR?

I wish A*STAR a happy 30th anniversary and more exciting 
developments to come. I hope the agency will continue to evolve 
with the changing global landscape and thus better champion 
research, development and innovation in Singapore. 

EVA LOO
Head of Cell and Tissue 
Engineering, Evonik

Q:

Q:

Q:

Q:

Q:
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Here’s a sneak peek of the material covered 
in the next issue of A*STAR ResearchNEXT ISSUE

SIGN UP FOR  
OUR NEWSLETTER
Join the A*STAR Research mailing list and stay updated 
with the latest research stories from A*STAR!

www.research.a-star.edu.sg @astar_research A*STAR Research A*STAR Research

CARBON CAPTURE
CARBON-TRAPPING 
MINERALS PROMISE A 
GREENER TOMORROW
A technology for capturing 
waste carbon dioxide and 
turning it into sand could 
help Singapore reduce its 
carbon emissions. 

PHOTONICS
SEEING BIOLOGICAL 
SPECIMENS IN A 
NEW LIGHT
Scientists have developed 
a technique for performing 
advanced infrared microscopy 
using off-the-shelf cameras 
built for visible light. 

MACHINE LEARNING
BOOSTING MACHINE 
TRANSLATION BY 
DIVERSIFYING DATA
By generating diverse 
synthetic training data, 
machine translation can 
be made more efficient 
and effective. 

IMMUNOLOGY
WHEN ALLERGIES PASS 
FROM MOTHER TO CHILD
Maternal antibodies can cross 
the placenta and pass on 
a mother’s allergies to her 
unborn child, an A*STAR 
study found.
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